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Research highlights

- We undertook a sensitivity analysis of Oxford Foot Model marker misplacement
- The heel-wand complex had most pronounced effects across all degrees-of-freedom
- Vertical misplacement of P5M affected sagittal plane, hindfoot-tibia kinematics
- D5M and P5M affected sagittal plane, forefoot-hindfoot kinematics
Abstract

The purpose of this paper was to systematically assess the effect of Oxford Foot Model (OFM) marker misplacement on hindfoot relative to tibia, and forefoot relative to hindfoot kinematic calculations during the stance phase of gait. Marker trajectories were recorded with an 8-camera motion analysis system (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, UK) and ground reaction forces were recorded from three force platforms (AMTI, USA). A custom built marker cluster consisting of 4 markers in a square arrangement (diagonal distance 2cm) was used to assess the effect of marker misplacement in the superior, inferior, anterior and posterior direction for the sustentaculum tali (STL), the proximal 1<sup>st</sup> metatarsal (P1M), distal 5<sup>th</sup> metatarsal (D5M), proximal 5<sup>th</sup> metatarsal (P5M) and lateral calcaneus (LCA) markers. In addition manual movement of the heel complex 1cm superiorly, inferiorly, medially and laterally, and also an alignment error of 10 degrees inversion and 10 degrees eversion was assessed. Clinically meaningful effects of marker misplacement were determined using a threshold indicating the minimal clinically important difference. Misplacement of the heel-wand complex had the most pronounced effect on mean kinematic profiles during the stance phase across all degrees-of-freedom with respect to hindfoot-tibia and forefoot-hindfoot angles. Vertical marker misplacement of the D5M and P5M markers affected the sagittal plane, and to a lesser extent frontal plane, forefoot-hindfoot kinematics. In conclusion, the OFM is highly sensitive to misplacement of the heel-wand complex in all directions and the P5M marker in the vertical direction.
Introduction

The conventional gait model (CGM) [1-3] does not provide adequate detail on foot kinematics to make an informed surgical decision for children with foot pathology. To overcome this limitation a number of clinical gait laboratories have implemented complementary analyses including multi-segment foot modelling and pedobarography, and in some instances an integration of both [4]. Multi-segment foot modelling can provide meaningful information to guide bone and soft tissue intervention around the ankle-foot complex [5], however, unlike the CGM there is currently no consensus on a standardised marker set or model [6-8]. The Oxford Foot Model (OFM) [9-11] is gaining popularity in clinical gait laboratories due to its availability as a Plug-in to complement the CGM in Vicon Nexus (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, UK). There is evidence that the OFM is reliable in both adult [9, 12] and paediatric [10, 13] populations. Furthermore, there is emerging work on the impact of marker misplacement using artificial corrections based on CT scans indicating that the anterior-posterior axis of the hindfoot segment in the OFM is most sensitive to the location of the heel marker [14]. To date, a systematic sensitivity analysis of marker misplacement using the OFM has not been undertaken. Given the relative size of the paediatric foot and the multiple degrees-of-freedom prescribed in the OFM it is likely that small errors in marker placement will have a clinically meaningful effect on kinematic profiles. A recent study has shown that inter-tester variability in the manual placement of the calcaneal markers by experienced physicians was approximately 6mm indicating that it can be difficult to position makers on the foot [15]. The purpose of this paper was to systematically assess the effect of OFM marker misplacement on hindfoot relative to tibia, and forefoot relative to hindfoot kinematic calculations during the stance phase of gait. We
hypothesised that the OFM will be most sensitive to misplacement of the heel-wand marker complex.

Methods

Participants

One typically developed participant (height=156cm, mass=52 kg, foot length=21.5cm) volunteered. Ethical clearance and informed consent were obtained.

Data capture

The Plug-in-Gait and OFM marker sets were attached in accordance with Vicon release notes by an experienced therapist. Marker trajectories were recorded at 100Hz using an 8-camera, three-dimensional motion analysis system (MX40 cameras, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, UK) and ground reaction forces were simultaneously acquired at 1KHz from three force platforms (510mm×465mm, AMTI, USA) arranged in series in the centre of the walkway. Following a static calibration trial, the participant was asked to walk at a self-selected speed along the walkway. For the sensitivity analysis a custom built marker cluster consisting of four markers in a square arrangement was developed. Markers diagonally opposite on the cluster were separated by 2cm and the centroid of the area was identified by a hollow circle (2mm diameter). The marker cluster allowed assessment of marker misplacement of 1cm in four directions, representing a magnitude slightly higher than previously documented inter-therapist marker placement variability for foot marker placement [15]. Following the gait assessment using the standard OFM marker placement the STL marker was replaced with the marker cluster. The centroid of the cluster was positioned at the palpated marker location (Figure 1A) by a single investigator and was rotated about the centroid to represent marker misplacement errors of 1cm in superior, inferior, anterior and
**posterior directions.** Once the cluster was positioned, three of the four markers were masked using non-reflective covers and the static calibration and walk trials were repeated as described above. This entire process was repeated for the proximal 1st metatarsal (P1M), distal 5th metatarsal (D5M), proximal 5th metatarsal (P5M) and lateral calcaneus (LCA) markers (Figure 1B-E). The collection process was additionally repeated following manual movement of the heel-wand complex (comprising the heel and calcaneal wand markers) to determine the effect of marker misplacement 1cm superiorly, inferiorly, medially and laterally, and also an alignment error of 10 degrees inversion and eversion. **To induce the alignment error the borders of the calcaneus and a bisecting line were drawn on the surface of the heel to establish the original position for the heel-wand complex. The heel-wand complex was then aligned in 10 degrees of inversion and eversion using a goniometer.** A second standard collection was undertaken with all markers in their initial position to determine any effects of slight marker misplacement in the reattachment of markers during the testing protocol. All marker placements were performed by the same therapist.

**Kinematic calculation and data analysis**

Marker trajectories and ground reaction force data were filtered using a 4th order, zero-lag, low-pass, Butterworth filter (cut-off at 6Hz). Joint kinematic calculations were performed using the Plug-in-Gait model and the OFM Plug-in using Vicon Nexus (v1.8.5, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, UK). Kinematic waveforms for the hindfoot relative to the tibia, and the forefoot relative to the hindfoot were imported into Matlab (v2013b, Mathworks, USA) using the biomechanics tool kit [16]. The mean angle (+/- 1SD) during the stance phase was computed for each degree-of-freedom across four gait cycles for each of the conditions described above. The difference between the standard OFM marker placement and the
prescribed marker errors was calculated as the mean RMS difference from the standard curve across the stance phase. To determine whether marker placement errors had a clinically meaningful effect on data interpretation a threshold was placed on each plot indicating the minimal clinically important difference (MCID = $1.96 \times SEM \times \sqrt{2}$), where SEM represents the standard error of the measure previously documented for the OFM [12].

Results

Kinematic profiles for the standard OFM marker placement were within the typical range for hindfoot-tibia and forefoot-hindfoot angles previously reported for healthy children [10] (see supplementary figure 1). Walking velocity was consistent across the 28 gait sessions (1.14 ± 0.03 m/s).

Hindfoot-tibia sensitivity

The effect of marker misplacement on hindfoot relative to tibia angles is shown in Figure 2A-C. In the sagittal plane, inversion, eversion, superior and inferior placement of the heel-wand complex, and superior and inferior placement of the P5M marker led to differences above the MCID threshold. In the transverse plane, inversion, eversion, medial and lateral placement of the heel-wand complex led to differences above the MCID threshold. In the frontal plane inversion and eversion of the heel-wand complex led to differences above the MCID threshold.

Forefoot-hindfoot sensitivity

The effect of marker misplacement on forefoot relative to hindfoot angles is shown in Figure 2D-F. In the sagittal plane, superior and inferior placement of the heel-wand complex, D5M and P5M markers led to differences above the MCID threshold. In the transverse plane,
medial and lateral placement of the heel-wand complex led to differences above the MCID threshold. In the frontal plane, inversion, eversion and lateral placement of the heel-wand complex and inferior placement of the D5M marker led to differences above the MCID threshold.

Discussion
We systematically assessed whether OFM marker misplacement led to clinically meaningful changes in kinematic calculations. In agreement with our hypothesis, errors in placement of the heel-wand complex had the most pronounced effect on mean kinematic profiles during the stance phase across all degrees-of-freedom. This finding is in agreement with Paik et al. [14] who reported the anterior-posterior axis of the hindfoot to be most sensitive to the location of the heel marker compared to the LCA and STL markers. Therefore it is important to standardise positioning of the heel marker. This could be done by using a mechanical guidance device like the Calcaneal Marker Device described by Deschamps et al. [15] which has been shown to improve inter- and intra-therapist marker placement variability. An unanticipated finding was that vertical marker placement error of the P5M marker also affected sagittal plane hindfoot relative to tibia kinematics. This might be due to the static calibration step in the OFM Plug-in whereby the heel and P5M markers are used to define in the anterior-posterior axis of the hindfoot. As expected, misplacement of the heel-wand complex also affected forefoot relative to hindfoot angles due their above mentioned effect on hindfoot alignment. In addition to the heel-wand complex, misplacement of the D5M and P5M markers in the vertical direction affected forefoot-tibia angles in the sagittal plane and to a lesser extent, in the frontal plane (superior positioning on D5M only) due to the impact these markers have on the anatomical definition of the forefoot [10]. A consideration in interpreting the results of this study is that any multi-segment foot
model that relies on skin mounted markers to track the motion of the underlying bone is subject to error, and this error is not uniform across foot marker locations [17]. Furthermore, the reference values for SEM were from an adult population and it would be expected that children are slightly more variable. It is important to note that the sensitivity of kinematic output to marker misplacement may vary with larger or smaller foot size compared to the foot of the participant in this study (21.5cm). In conclusion, the OFM is highly sensitive to misplacement of the heel-wand complex in all directions and the P5M marker in the vertical direction. It is recommended that care be taken to ensure that these markers are positioned accurately and that video footage is captured to cross-check kinematic profiles with marker placements.
Figure captions

Figure 1. Position of the cluster on each of the marker positions as follows: (A) sustentaculum tali (STL), (B) proximal 1st metatarsal (P1M), (C) distal 5th metatarsal (D5M), (D) proximal 5th metatarsal (P5M) and (E) lateral calcaneus marker (LCA) markers.

Figure 2. The effect of marker misplacement on hindfoot relative to tibia angles in the sagittal, transverse and frontal planes and, the effect of marker misplacement on forefoot relative to hindfoot angles tibia angles in the sagittal, transverse and frontal planes. Bars represent the mean RMS difference from the standard curve across the stance phase for marker misplacement as follows: baseline standard marker placement, post sensitivity testing standard marker placement, Heel-wand complex (Heel) misplacement (inversion, eversion, superior, inferior, medial and lateral), sustentaculum tali (STL) misplacement (superior, inferior, anterior, posterior), proximal 1st metatarsal (P1M) misplacement (superior, inferior, anterior, posterior), distal 5th metatarsal (D5M) misplacement (superior, inferior, anterior, posterior), proximal 5th metatarsal (P5M) misplacement (superior, inferior, anterior, posterior), and lateral calcaneus (LCA) misplacement (superior, inferior, anterior, posterior). Horizontal line (--) represents the threshold for a minimal clinically important difference (MCID = $1.96 \times SEM \times \sqrt{2}$), where SEM represents the standard error of the measure from the previous document for the OFM [12].
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[Bar charts showing RMS angle for different conditions across various foot types and orientations.]